
Henry wayland Bl"k" 7'38 AM (11 hours ago)

to me

Dear Dr. Taitz,

i have seen lots of posts like this one on my Amazon threads.
1. He is obviously referring to the original White House LFCOLB PDF image and the exhaustive
work that you and your experts such as Vogt have done to uncover evidence of a forgery.
2. The LFCOLB image in the four page Tepper document is not the same image. This latest
imaBe has been flattened, rasterized, re-colored, touched up, and then the 17 hidden objects
were added to redraw lines and to strike and redact most of the text.
3. Some of the layer examinations using Adobe lllustrator of the LFCOLB image that your
experts did previously on the original WH LFCOLB are not applicable to the page 4/11 LFCOLB

because the nine layers that were present in the original LFCOLB have been flattened into one
layer. The only other objects that appear as layers are the added hidden objects. So the new
page 4/11 LFCOLB consists of the flattened image layer from the original IFCOtB plus 21 layers
of hidden stuff. The flattened image layer is the bottommost layer in the layer list. Think of a

stack of pancakes. The flattened layer is the bottom pancake and the other pancakes are all
hidden. None ofthis hidden stuff was in the original WH LFCOLB. The onlV information from the
orj8inal WH LFCOLB is all contained within the one flattened layer. Of course, this layer, when
the hidden objects are invisible, likely contains the same written information as on the original
certificate. This is how the image looks in Adobe Reader ( as an altered image ofthe original
WH LFCOLB). However when the page 4/11 is loaded into Adobe lllustrator and the eye ball
button is clicked allthe invisible stuff magically appearsjust like the spy developingthe invisible
ink. I would bet my life that both Fuddy and the Hawaii AG each separately have allthe Adobe
products.
4. So this Obot is off target. He doesn't know about the page 4/11 tFCOLB. He believes that you

are still looking at the original WH LFCOLB. Boyl is he going to be shockedl
I know you are extremelV busy getting ready for Friday Nov 2 but I thought of something else
that you should know. I first stumbled onto a link to the Tepper four-page document on Scribd.

I wanted to read the Mississippi request for verification letter. When I looked on Scribd, I

noticed that the document was supposed to be four pages but only three pages were uploaded
to Scribd. The 4th page was missinB. So whoever uploaded the four-page document
intentionally left out the page 4 LFCOLB image. i'm guessing that whoever uploaded the
document on Scribd beloved that the readers would assume that it was the original WH
LFCOLB. When I couldn't get the page 4 from Scribd, I registered my credit card on PACER and
then downloaded 10513240131.pdf off the Mississippi court web site. This download of course
included page four. lt would likely be worthwhile to identify the person who uploaded the
Tepper document onto Scribd and take his deposition to determine why he omitted page four
in his upload.
I first discovered the altered LFCOLB image in the MDEC document:
06/06/207235 MOfION to Supplement Counsel for MDEC's Response 30 in Opposition to



PlaintiffTaitz's Motlon for sanctions 25 re 30 Response to Motiotr, by Democrat
Party of Mlssissippi (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit MDEC Counsel Request to Hl
DOH for Verification of President Obamas Hawaiian Birth Cert, # 2 Exhibit
Hawaii DOH Verltication of President Obamas Hawaiian Birth-lssued May 31
2012XBegley, samuel) (Entered: 06/06/2012).
I downloaded thls one off scribd before I looked for the Tepper document. This court 35

document has the Friends ofthe Fogbow logo" on each page. The Tepper scribd document
does not have thls same logo.
Henry


